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Converting your old style 7500 spray gun air distributor assembly to the new 7700 style assembly. 

 
The photo above shows the 2 different Air Distributors that Apollo has manufactured for the 7500/7700 spray guns since 
2007. 

Version 1:  This is the oldest and most widely used version on the 7500 up until about 2 years ago when we introduced 
the 7700.  You will not find version 1 on a 7700 spray gun, only 7500’s.  Version 1 Air Distributor has fine threads and 
does not have the location pin installed.  The pin is located in the spray gun instead.  There is a conversion kit available 
for customers to convert this style air distributor to Version 2.  The part number for the conversion kit is A7506-KIT. 

Version2:  This is the newest style of air distributor that has been sold most recently.  This style was introduced with the 
7700 model.  99% of the 7700 spray guns that have been sold have this newer style air distributor. This style features 
course threads and the pin inserted into the part. 

To convert your 7500 Air Distributor from the old style, Version 1 to the new style Version 2 you will need 5 new parts 
which are available in a conversion kit (part # A7506-KIT): 

1. Air Cap Ring (A7501-NS) 

 

2. Air Distributor (A7506-NS) 
 

3. Air Cap Ring Seal (7501-GK) 
 

4. Air Distributor Gasket (A7556)  
 

5. Air Cap Seal (A7504) 

 
  You will need to follow these simple directions to install the new parts: 

1. Remove the old Air Distributor 
2. Remove the old Air Distributor pin (A7505-SS).   
3. Drill out the hole the pin came out of so that the diameter of the new pin will drop in.  Be careful not to drill the 

hole out too large or you may crack the housing.  Also be careful not to drill the hole too deep or you could drill 
through the side of the casting.  Using a drill press is advised. 

4. Rebuild the spray gun with the five new parts.   
 
If you need assistance or have questions, please contact our customer service at (888) 900-4857. 


